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In clause the results of the experiment which has been carried out(spent) with the purpose of research of 
influence of joint study of two theme " of the Special theory of a relativity " and " of a Physical card of 
the world " on development of outlook of the pupils are stated. During experiment the pupils were put in 
the position of the creative researchers actively acquiring, working with the references, not only 
occurrence and development of the systems, based on the various points of view, of scientific sights on 
the world submitted in various PPW, but also methods of scientific knowledge, research skills. The 
demonstration of change of our representations about the world on a basis again of acquired knowledge 
has allowed to show the pupils a relativity of knowledge, their susceptibility to reconsideration.  
During study PPW the representations about the world based on the classical mechanics were 
systematized the concept of inertial system of readout is profound. During consideration of an 
electrodynamics picture of the world - the sights on the world on the basis of Maxwell's electrodynamics 
are analyzed differences of the theories short-range and long-range It has allowed in a consequence to 
open the basic features of a modern scientific picture of the world in cornuted in itself all wealth of 
human knowledge saved during many centuries, based on modern understanding of the world, component 
a complex of the laws determining a structure and development by the universe in whole and it's parts.  
At study of a picture of the world in STR information on failures in attempts to find out movement of the 
Earth rather " of Light environment " has helped to develop at the schoolboys objective representations 
about process of knowledge. The pupils, during work with the references, have looked after a way of 
construction of the theory of a relativity, thus, having opened the world as system of connections and 
dependences. The problems were investigated with application of the spatial - temporary diagrams, 
analysis of the formulas, of the texts. At acquaintance of the pupils with various the relative by effects 
they were offered to interpret the investigated phenomena and experiments, revealing the contradiction 
investigated with everyday practice. The pupils studied to see the same phenomenon from the various 
points of view, receiving complete representation about it.  
Important world outlook the meaning(importance) had understanding of four-regularity of space - time, in 
which we live.  
During training the pupils have received knowledge, on the basis of which their vision and understanding 
of the world based in a Picture of the world in STR, component a basis modern PPW has changed. 


